The Unlonely Planet:
How Ashoka Accelerates Impact
Results of the 2018 Global Fellows Study
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“other gender identity.” This distribution is
representative of Ashoka’s overall network.
The respondents focus on a wide variety
of population groups including people
living in poverty (55%), women (48%) and
people with disabilities (25%). The Fellow
respondents also represented a variety
of business models, with 32% reporting
that they received no revenue from selling
products or services, and 12% reporting
that they received all of their revenue from
selling products or services.
Fellows Generate Systems Change that
Sticks

In today’s world of unprecedented change,
where can we turn for answers about how to
thrive and best contribute so we can ensure
these changes are for the good of all? I have
had the distinct privilege of an extraordinary
array of answers to this question through
our Ashoka Fellows. This historical moment
has offered new technologies to eliminate
barriers to participation and offers new
ways of organizing. I have learned from
our social entrepreneurs that practicing
empathy, skilled teamwork, offering new
roles for others to be changemakers are
signature qualities of a new leadership for
our time. The following pages offer what we
have learned from our largest survey of our
Ashoka Fellows to date.
In 2018 more than 850 Ashoka Fellows
from 74 countries took part in a Global
Fellows Study designed to understand their
impact as well as the role Ashoka has had
in contributing to that impact. We believe
this to be the largest global study of system
change social entrepreneurs done to date.
The Data Set Represents a Diverse
Group of Fellows In Various Sectors and
Geographies
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Of the 858 responses, 42% were women,
  [IVI QEPI ERH   MHIRXM½IH EW

Ashoka’s view of system change is emergent
and context-dependent. It is open to a
whole array of system elements as well as
how they interact - including but not limited
to public policy, industry norms, changes in
market systems, building new professions,
how different systems interact, etc. Ashoka
learns with each social entrepreneurs’
journey not simply the issues relevant in
each geography where that entrepreneur is
working, but the how-tos of strategy as well
as the skill required and support needed
for building leadership for deep and lasting
positive change.
Our metrics to measure systems change
LEZIIZSPZIHWMRGI[I½VWXGSRHYGXIHXLMW
study in 1998, and include: independent
replication, public policy change, market
change, and shifting mindsets. In the Global
Fellows Study we found that 90% of Fellows
report having seen their idea replicated by
independent groups or institutions, 93%
reporting having changed markets and/
or public policy, and 97% report that their
strategy focuses on mindset shift.
Systems change often necessitates many
different strategies targeting a diverse
array of stakeholders, demonstrated by
Fellows’ reported partnerships. 86% of
Fellows report partnering with NGOs, 72%

[MXL 9RMZIVWMXMIW ERH   [MXL JSVTVS½X
companies. Ashoka is learning from Fellows’
partnerships with companies and leveraging
their work to create a more equitable
world where everyone is powerful and able
to create positive change.
Ashoka Is a Powerful Accelerator for
Fellows’ Impact
In this study Fellows report that Ashoka
has had a substantial impact on their work
— from validating their identity as a social
entrepreneur, to providing mission-critical
½RERGMRKMRXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJXLIMVZIRXYVI
to offering access to a global network and
strategic support.
A core principle which Ashoka got right
from the beginning, is applying consistent
criteria to a disciplined selection process.
Every Ashoka Fellow elected has passed
E ½ZIWXEKI WIPIGXMSR TVSGIWW [LIVI EX
IEGL SJ ½ZI WXEKIW XLI GVMXIVME LEW FIIR
met. Ashoka has never been prescriptive
of the how-tos of getting to system change
nor prescriptive about the time horizon
for getting there. The selection process is
designed to be predictive and recognizes
that big change does not happen overnight,
which is why we recognize that we need
to assess a life time pattern of persistence.
92% of Ashoka Fellows reported that the
stipend helped them focus full-time on their
idea and several Fellows in the interviews
GSR½VQIHXLEXXLMWIEVP]WXEKIJYRHMRK[EW
“mission critical.” In addition, extremely high
percentages of Fellows report that Ashoka
LEHERMR¾YIRGISRXLIMVXLMROMRKERHLS[
they practice leadership, and perhaps most
importantly, that their strategy or behavior
changed as a result. All told, 84% of Fellows
agreed that Ashoka had helped increase
their impact.
&I]SRH ½RERGMEP WYTTSVX %WLSOE LEW
provided an ecosystem of support for
Fellows and our entire network of partners.
Fellows in the study reported that they

gained a wide variety of ecosystem supports
from Ashoka staff, partners and other
Fellows — from strategic guidance and
mentorship to new funding connections
and wellbeing support. Beyond interactions
with Ashoka staff, Fellows report high rates
of collaboration with other Fellows and
partners. This is no surprise as we have
heard for decades that Ashoka’s Fellowship
(the global network of Fellows) has been
a key source of support in allowing social
entrepreneurs to persist through times
of challenge. The data shows that 74% of
Fellows have collaborated with at least one
other Fellow, with an average of 4 peer
collaborations per Fellow globally.
The Study Has Surfaced Insights That Point
to New Opportunities Moving Forward
8LI ½RHMRKW JVSQ XLMW WXYH] EVSYRH
Fellows’ young changemaking experiences
ERH MR¾YIRGIW MR GLMPHLSSH EVI GVMXMGEP
to Ashoka’s LeadYoung strategy and our
Everyone a Changemaker vision. We
see in this data that exercising a muscle
of changemaking while young enables
individuals to gain more comfort with
being uncomfortable — a critical survival
skill in a rapidly changing world. With new
evidence validating our strategy there is an
incredible opportunity to create a world in
which every young person has mastered
changemaking skills for the social good.
Finally, the survey results demonstrated
a complex picture for female social
entrepreneurs. While we see social
entrepreneurship has created a remarkable
space for women to lead — what
other sector can boast women’s leading
institutions they founded pursuing ideas
they authored at a rate 40%? — disparities
still remain. Ashoka’s Women in Social
Entrepreneurship (WISE) initiative led
by Iman Bibars is launching a movement
XS VIHI½RI ±WYGGIWW² QIXVMGW JSV WSGMEP
entrepreneurs and provide an improved
support system for female entrepreneurs.
5

Methodology
The 2018 Global Fellows Study used a “mixed-methods” approach
which incorporated both quantitative and qualitative research
methodology. Of the 50 questions in the survey 47 were closeended, enabling a purely quantitative analysis.
Overall, the survey received 858 unique respondents (26% of
our Fellowship population) representing 74 countries. The highest
response rate came from Europe, with 34% of their Fellows, and
the lowest from the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), which
represents 17% of their Fellows.
Forty-three Fellows were selected for one-hour qualitative
interviews from a randomized sample of respondents to the
survey. This sample was also representative in terms of gender and
geographic location.
A team of experts at LUISS University in Rome conducted an
independent evaluation of the survey results. They determined that
“overall, the study can be considered complete, solid and reliable.”
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Part 1:
Fellows are Driving Systems
Change to Make Everyone
Powerful

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Are a Diverse Community
Field of work

11%

20%

17%

environment

economic
development

civic
participation

18%

17%

17%

education

health

human rights

her
Ot entity
%
<1 nder id
ge

Gender
61% male

39% female

Population Focus
People living in poverty

55%

Children and youth
(0-18 years)

55%
48%

Women
People living in rural (ie.
remote) areas

45%

People working on issues that
EVIRSXHMVIGXP]VIPEXIHXSWTIGM½G
populations (ie environment)

35%
25%

People with disabilities
People disadvantaged due to
race/ethnicity/religion
Migrants and/or refugees
People disadvantaged due to
their sexual orientation and/or
gender identity
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22%
18%
11%

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems:
Independent Replication
In addition to reaching people directly, Fellows are scaling their idea through
W]WXIQWGLERKI[LMGLWSGMEPIRXVITVIRIYVWLMTVIWIEVGLIV+VIKSV](IIWHI½RIH
EW±EPXIV?MRKAXLIWSGMEPW]WXIQXLEXGVIEXIWERHWYWXEMRWXLITVSFPIQWMRXLI½VWX
place.”
Ashoka Fellows know that in order to spread their idea quickly and turn it into
society’s new normal, they must employ innovative strategies to get their idea
MRXSXLILERHWSJEWQER]TISTPIEWTSWWMFPI;IHI½RIMRHITIRHIRXVITPMGEXMSR
as when an independent organization or institution takes on a Fellows’ idea and
brings it to even larger scale and indirect impact.

78%

of Fellows have
partnered with
schools or
Universities

79%

of Fellows have
partnered
with local
or national
governments

69%

of Fellows
have actively
encouraged
others to
replicate their
idea or have
open-sourced
their idea

90%
of Fellows have
seen their idea
replicated by
independent
groups

65%

Of these,
have seen
their idea replicated within their
country of residence

41%

and
have seen their
idea replicated in other countries
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Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Independent Replication

CASE STUDY - KRITAYA SREESUNPAGIT

Kritaya Sreesunpagit is a Fellow from
Thailand whose story illustrates this
trajectory. Kritaya’s Youth Innovation
Year Project nurtures young leaders
to articulate new ideas for social
development and connects them to
the resources and skills they need to
bring their ideas to life. She explained
that over time, she shifted from a
direct service model to consciously
replicating
her
idea
through
partnerships. She began training other
groups and institutions in her model in
order to expand across Thailand.
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“Once we start working for a couple
years, then we look more at like policy
expansion so that we know that we can
cater to the whole country or for the
[LSPIVIKMSR;I[ERXXS½RHTEVXRIVW
ERHJSVXLIQXSXEOISRXLIMHIEWERH
EHETX XS [LEXIZIV ETTVSEGL XLEX´W
more suitable for the areas. So we work
with the National Innovation Council
WS XLEX ?SYV ETTVSEGLA GSYPH EPWS FI
MRGSVTSVEXIH MRXS XLIMV WXVEXIKMIW MR
supporting innovations.”

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Independent Replication

CASE STUDY - BAMBANG SUWERDA
&EQFERK 7Y[IVHE ½VWX FIGSQI
concerned about waste after a heavy
earthquake in his hometown of Bantul.
Initially, his goal was to manage the huge
amount of waste after the earthquake.
But in the process, Bambang realized
that “waste banks” that serve as
community-based recovery facilities
could change societal mindsets and
behaviors. He started by introducing
Bank Sampah (“Waste Bank”) at
weekly meetings in villages. Soon,
his model was noticed by local and
national media, as well as the Ministry
of Environment and Forestry. The
Ministry developed a national policy
to include Bank Sampah as one of
the important criteria for each city
in Indonesia to receive the Adipura
(Clean City) Award. As a result,
every city and region in Indonesia has
allocated a portion of their budget to
establish Bank Sampah. By 2017, 5,244
Bank Sampah had been established
across Indonesia.

±;I WXEVXIH [MXL XLI QSHIP SJ QYPXM
level marketing, [so that] everyone can
VITPMGEXI XLI QSHIP ERH MRZMXI SXLIV
TISTPI XS HS XLI WEQI 8LI 2EXMSREP
4SPMG]MR-RHSRIWME 4VIWMHIRXMEP(IGVII
2S  MR   LIPTW XS WTVIEH XLI
impact because the government can
support every city to implement Bank
7EQTEL [MXL JYRHMRK ERH XVEMRMRK
support.”
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PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Mindset Shift
Fellows know that changing societal beliefs and acceptance
towards certain behaviors is often necessary for sustainable, longterm social transformation.

97%

of Fellows reported that their idea
JSGYWIWSRMR¾YIRGMRKWSGMIXEP
mindsets/ cultural norms

CASE STUDY - DAGMAR DOUBRAVOVA
As Czech Fellow Dagmar Doubravova
knows, mindset shift in itself is not a
single strategy — in her work improving
outcomes for incarcerated people, she
used a multi-pronged mindset shift
strategy including media campaigns,
peer mentoring programs and volunteer
coaching programs in prisons by private
sector leaders. Dagmar believes that
without public understanding and
support of criminal justice and the
related debt reform, even changing
legislation and developing scaling
mechanisms for successful programs
will not be enough for systems change
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±8LI ½VWX KSEP ?MR QMRHWIX WLMJXA [EW
that we were able to cooperate with
XLIQIHME WSMJXLI]GEPPYWERHEWOJSV
WSQIWXSVMIW[IEVIVIEH]XSTVITEVISYV
client so they are able…to share their
WXSVMIWTSWMXMZIP]8LIWIGSRHMWGSQQYRMX]
GIRXIVW [LIVI [I LEZI SVKERM^IH QER]
EGXMZMXMIWJSVXLITYFPMG FYXFILMRHXLIWI
EGXMZMXMIW ERH KEVHIRMRK GIRXIV EVI EPWS
our clients. So people can see our clients
MRSXLIVWMXYEXMSRWERH?WIIALS[[IGER
GLERKIXLIQMRHWIXSJXLIKIRIVEPTYFPMG
-X´WKSSHJSVIZIV]FSH]MJ[IKMZIEWIGSRH
chance to people with a criminal past.”

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Mindset Shift

CASE STUDY - MONIRA RAHMAN

Fellow Monira Rahman founded the
Acid Survivors Foundation to end
acid attacks in Bangladesh, but also
to challenge patriarchal social norms
that were the root cause of many
attacks. Monira launched a movement
of citizens, medical practitioners, acid
attack survivors, and legal groups.
Together, they won new legislation
controlling access to acid, imposing
severe penalties for acid throwers,
and policing support institutions.
Monira also founded a hospital to
provide comprehensive medical
services and began a nationwide
acid attack prevention campaign, and
mobilized leading print and online
media to spread the message to all
over the country.Today Monira’s work
has helped reduce acid attacks in
Bangladesh, changed social norms and
stigmas, and is inspiring organizations
in other countries combating
violence against women. Monira is
now focusing on promoting mental
health and wellbeing for sustainable
development in Bangladesh.

±&ERKPEHIWL MW XLI ½VWX GSYRXV] XS
SFWIVZI E VIHYGXMSR MR XLI RYQFIV SJ
EGMHEXXEGOWJVSQMRXLI]IEV
XS FIPS[  MR  ;I LEZI FIIR
able to change the story from shame to
WXVIRKXLF]XVERWJSVQMRKEGMHWYVZMZSVW
XSGLERKIEKIRXWF]IRKEKMRKQIRERH
FS]W ERH F] FVMRKMRK W]WXIQMG GLERKI
MRPE[WTSPMGMIWERHTVEGXMGIW8LMWMWER
example that violence against women is
preventable if we all work together with
WMRGIVMX] ERH HIHMGEXMSR -X´W IZIV]SRI´W
business.”
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PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Public Policy
The term “policy change,” often brings to mind the most well-known
IRH VIWYPX PIKMWPEXMSR -RHIIH RI[ SV QSHM½IH PIKMWPEXMSR GER LEZI
widespread and long-term social impact. However, in addition to new
legislation, Ashoka measured several other key strategies for public policy
change in the 2018 Global Fellows Study.

Collectively

93%

Overall

75%
31%

International

74%
75%

National
Regional/
Local

74%

of Fellows report changing
PIKMWPEXMSRMR¾YIRGMRK
public policy

53%

76%

74%

59%
54%

52%

49%
39%

37%

33%

32%

31%

28%

24%
20%

20%

17%

14%

10%

7%

Achieved
legislative
change or
MR¾YIRGIH
government
policy

Provided
research
and/or
previously
missing
data to
policymakers

Advised
policymakers/
legislative
bodies as an
expert

Overall

14

Represented
marginalized
populations
and/or
challenged
laws in court

International

National

Convinced
government
to allocate
funds to a
WTIGM½GGEYWI

Regional/Local
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Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Public Policy

CASE STUDY - BALIJEPALLI SAILAKSHMI

Indian Fellow Balijepalli Sailakshmi is
involving stakeholders such as local
governments, educational institutions,
and private providers to address
the gaps in public healthcare, with
a particular focus on neonatal and
maternal health. Dr. Sailakshmi has
been intentionally working to convince
the government to allocate funding to
her idea (one of the “targeted systems
change” strategies for policy change)
so that it can be replicated and
scaled at a level she could not have
achieved on her own. By convincing
the government to take up her idea,
she is able to scale her communitybased healthcare model across the
country without increasing her staff,
operating budget or number of direct
FIRI½GMEVMIW

“What we are operationalizing, the
government is implementing in 73
community health units across the state
ERH FVMRKMRK MR HSRSVW 8LEX QSHIP MW
FIMRK VITPMGEXIH MR SXLIV HMWXVMGXW %RH
now, since we are working with the
KSZIVRQIRX ERH 92-')* XLI [SVH
WTVIEHW ERH©[I EVI FIMRK MRZMXIH XS
?MQTPIQIRX MRA HMJJIVIRX WXEXIW ERH
TEVXRIVWLMTW %RH ETEVX JVSQ XLMW XLI
KPSFEP GLETXIVW EVI WXEVXMRK© XLI]´VI
WIXXMRK YT XLIWI GLETXIVW ERH XLI]´VI
PIEVRMRKXLIQSHIP²
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PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Public Policy

CASE STUDY - ALICE EMASU

In 2003, Ugandan Fellow Alice Emasu
founded the Association for the Reorientation and Rehabilitation of
Teso Women for Development
(TERREWODE) to unlock rural women’s
potential. After a personal experience
losing several friends to preventable
maternal health-related issues, as well
as witnessing the challenges of obstetric
½WXYPE%PMGI[EWMRWTMVIHXSWTIEOYTJSV
women’s health rights despite societal
stigmas around these issues. Alice
realized that in order to raise awareness,
she needed to change government
funding
priorities.
TERREWODE
partnered with the Ugandan Ministry
of Health and other agencies to reach
hundreds of thousands of women with
direct services in addition to extending
SFWXIXVMG½WXYPEWI\YEPERHVITVSHYGXMZI
rights trainings to law enforcement
SJ½GIVW LIEPXL TVSJIWWMSREPW WGLSSPW
community clubs and members of the
media.

This interview originally appeared in E4Impact.
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±(YI XS 9KERHE´W TEXVMEVGLEP WSGMIX]
XLI SFWXIXVMG ½WXYPE LEW VIQEMRIH
E WMPIRX [SQIR´W WXVYKKPI EJJIGXMRK
REXMSREP FYHKIXEV] EPPSGEXMSR ERH TSPMG]
IRJSVGIQIRX 8)66);3()´W GSRXMRYSYW
EHZSGEG] ERH PSFF]MRK LEW FVSYKLX
SFWXIXVMG ½WXYPE XS XLI REXMSREP EKIRHE
ERH MRMXMEXIH WXVEXIKMG TEVXRIVWLMTW [MXL
XLI1MRMWXV]SJ,IEPXLXLI9RMXIH2EXMSRW
*YRH JSV 4STYPEXMSR%GXMZMXMIW XLI 9RMXIH
7XEXIW %KIRG] JSV (IZIPSTQIRX %QVIJ
,IEPXL %JVMGE ERH )RKIRHIV,IEPXL -R
TEVXRIVWLMT [MXL XLI 9KERHER 1MRMWXV]
SJ,IEPXL [ILEZIIWXEFPMWLIHEHMZIVWI
vibrant community volunteer network
XS VEMWI E[EVIRIWW MHIRXMJ] VIJIV ERH
WYTTSVX [SQIR JSV XVIEXQIRX ERH
socially reintegrate them back in their
communities.”

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Markets
-R GIVXEMR GSRXI\XW XLI QEVOIX MW RSX STIVEXMRK EX JYPP±IJ½GMIRG]² XLIVI MW
a lack of information, access to products or services, or income-generating
STTSVXYRMXMIW %PP XSS SJXIR QEVOIX MRIJ½GMIRGMIW HMWTVSTSVXMSREXIP] EJJIGX
poor and marginalized communities. Ashoka Fellows alter market systems by
XEVKIXMRKXLIOI]ZEVMEFPIWHVMZMRKMRIJ½GMIRGMIW°[LIRXLIWIZEVMEFPIWEVI
changed, so too is the entire market system.
Collectively
93%

Overall

40%

International

70%

National

55%

Regional/Local

60%

58%

57%

56%

37%

35%

37%
27%

25%

34%
26%

26%

21%
18%

15%

-RGVIEWIHXLI¾S[SJ
market information
(e.g., about prices or
products to different
market actors)

Made it easier for
people to trade or
access certain goods
or services in the
existing market

15%

Created a new market
that allows people
to trade or access a
product or service
they previously could
not

Created value
for a product or
service where value
previously did not
exist

62%
57%

57%

Overall

41%
29%

33%

32%

24%

24%
14%

16%

International

10%

Provided new ways
for low-income
people to generate
income

Led to changes
in thew code of
GSRHYGXSVSJ½GMEP
policy of a large
organization or
industry

Encouraged forTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSRW
to allocate dynamics
in a new way to
include previously
excluded people

National

Regional/Local
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PART 1 :

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Markets

CASE STUDY - KEVIN KIRBY

US Fellow Kevin Kirby is creating a
new market for substance abusers,
their loved ones and their employers
to both prevent and treat addiction.
Kevin is breaking down stigma around
addiction, in part through a public
education campaign, but mainly by
pointing out the economic incentives
for employers to become part of
the solution. To date there is no
SXLIV JSVTVS½X SVKERM^EXMSR XLEX LEW
targeted employers with these types
of prevention and treatment services.

18

±8LIVI´W RSXLMRK IZIR VIQSXIP] PMOI YW
MRSYV½IPH8LIVI´WRSFSH] TIRIXVEXMRK
XLI TVMZEXI WIGXSV ERH HIPMZIVMRK ZEPYI
to those with the most skin in the game
in the community, being employers. We
GSYPH LEZI ER EVQ] SJ TIIV EHHMGXMSR
management coaches operating out
SJSYVJEGMPMXMIW &YXMJ[ILEZIR´XHSRI
ER]XLMRK XS W]WXIQMGEPP] EHHVIWW XLI
MWWYIMREGSQQYRMX][I´VINYWXERSXLIV
WIVZMGI TVSZMHIV ?3YV WIVZMGIW EVIA E
necessary step, but we also have to
QEMRWXVIEQEHHMGXMSRMRXSXLIIQTPS]IV
IQTPS]IIVIPEXMSRWLMTSV[I´VIRSXKSMRK
XSKIXWYJ½GMIRXTIRIXVEXMSRXSWSPZIXLI
problem in a community.We also have to
QEMRWXVIEQEHHMGXMSRMRXSLIEPXLGEVI²

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Markets

CASE STUDY - TAKASHI KAWAZOE

Japan Fellow Takashi Kawazoe is creating
a new market for health care check-ups,
as well as providing new employment
opportunities for Japan’s 2 million
nurses. Takashi’s CarePro self-check
medical stations are changing health
awareness throughout Japan. They are
located in convenient places, are easy
to access, and quick to use. For JPY
500 (US$6) anyone can have a simple
physical check-up on street corners,
in train stations, or in department
stores, as well as access to a nurse.
Meanwhile, CarePro is addressing the
massive underemployment of nurses in
.ETER ERH SJJIVMRK XLIQ QSVI ¾I\MFPI
working hours. As a result of Carepro’s
advocacy, in 2014 the Japanese
government created new guidelines
about self checkup services. Today
more than 1,600 competitors provide
self check-up services in Japan.
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PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems:
Everyone a Changemaker

A new paradigm is emerging where
new skills are needed for a rapidly
changing world. These “changemaker
skills” are embodied by the great
majority of Ashoka Fellows: they
learned to practice cognitive empathy
at an early age, started to exercise
their changemaking muscle in their
XIIRWWIIXLITS[IVSJ¾YMHXIEQ[SVO
and practice a kind of leadership that
invites everyone to lead. This study
shows that Fellows, beyond embodying
changemaking themselves, are also
creating spaces within their work for
everyone to be powerful.

77%

84%

76%

of Fellows are
putting young
people in charge
of leading initiatives
within their
organization

of Fellows are
encouraging young
people to create
independent
initiatives to spread/
scale their work

of Fellows have
spoken to funders,
government
SJ½GMEPWERHSXLIV
stakeholders about
the importance
of putting young
people in charge

CASE STUDY - RAQUEL ROSENBERG

Raquel Rosenberg’s Engajamundo
is an online platform that enables
young people in Brazil to self-organize
and become involved in the political
process. In Brazil, young people are
underrepresented in government,
and multiple corruption scandals
have led to widespread distrust in
the national government and judicial
system. Engajamundo encourages
young people to mobilize around
issues that matter to them, discuss
actions, and either start their own
20

initiatives or join initiatives started by
other youth members in their region
or across the country. Young people
also lead trainings for new members
and attend international conferences,
in effect creating the next generation
of youth leaders and decision makers.
Engajamundo has spread to 18 states,
with almost 3,500 young people
participating in peer groups.

PART 1:

Ashoka Fellows Changing Systems: Everyone a Changemaker

CASE STUDY - ADNANE ADDIOUI

Adnane Addioui, a Fellow from
Morocco, is changing the public school
system — by empowering students to
lead the change themselves. Through
Tamkeen’s training program, high
school students develop the mindset
of problem solvers as they launch their
own solutions in schools. Adnane seeks
not just to transform the student’s
mindsets, but to change the education
system itself, which is why Tamkeen
works directly in schools, engaging
teachers, school authorities, and parents
associations. It is also why students are
empowered to drive change in a system
that isn’t working for them and to turn
schools into spaces of innovation.

±8LI [SVPH MW GLERKMRK ERH FIGSQMRK
QSVI GSQTPI\ 8LYW MJ ]SY [ERX XS
TVITEVITISTPIJSVXLIJYXYVI ]SYRIIH
XSLEZIEJYXYVITVSSJW]WXIQXLEXMWRSX
JSGYWIH SR GSRXIRX FYX SR LS[ TISTPI
EREP]^I ERH GVIEXI RI[ TEXXIVRW ERH
QSHIPW?'YVVIRXP]AMJ]SYRKTISTPI[ERX
XS HS WSQIXLMRK XLI] EVI ZIV] QYGL
HMWGVIHMXIH FIGEYWI XLI] EVI ]SYRK ERH
WSGEPPIH PEGO WOMPPW 8EQOIIR MR %VEFMG
QIERW IQTS[IVQIRX 8LI MHIE SJ XLMW
program is to show how young people
GERTVSZMHIWSPYXMSRWXLEXSXLIVWQE]RSX
LEZI QEREKIH WXEVXMRK JVSQ XLIMV S[R
IRZMVSRQIRX XLIMV WGLSSPW ERH MRZSPZMRK
all their ecosystems parents, teachers,
WGLSSP EHQMRMWXVEXSVW  ;I [ERX XS
empower every part of this value chain to
TVSHYGIWSPYXMSRWVEXLIVXLERNYWXVERXW²
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Part 2:
Ashoka’s Impact on Fellows
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PART II:

Ashoka Finds and Selects Leading Social
Entrepreneurs with a Systems Changing Idea

Ashoka received over
4,500 applications for
the Fellowship

93%

of Fellows report
that the selection
process helped
strengthen and
articulate their
idea

and elected

In 2018:

108
Fellows

disbursing over
USD $3.6 Million
in stipends

“My fellowship selection took a long time:
almost two years! I was able to evolve that
WXVEXIK] XS[EVHW GSGVIEXMSR ;LIR - [EW
WIPIGXIHMR%WLSOE[I[IVI[SVOMRKMREWQEPPIV
QEKRMXYHI[MXLMRZMPPEKIW8LVSYKLXLI%WLSOE
WIPIGXMSRXLIWGEPMRKWXVEXIK][EWHI½RIHERH
[I YRHIVWXSSH XLEX QSWX MQTSVXERX JEGXSVW
[IVI MRXIVJEGMRK XLI XIGLRSPSK] KIRHIV
integration with the technology, involving
SYVWIPZIW MR STIRWSYVGI XIGLRSPSK] ERH XS
create open inclusive process of all technical
MRWXMXYXIW?[SVOMRK[MXLYWAXLEXHVEQEXMGEPP]
GLERKIHSYVQSHIP²
- Biplab Paul, India
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PART II:
The Stipend Supports Fellows in Pursuing
Their Idea Full-Time

The personal stipend that Ashoka gives to most Fellows emerged from the
WYVZI]WERHMRXIVZMI[WEWSRISJXLIQSWXMQTSVXERXFIRI½XWSJIRXV]MRXSXLI
Fellowship.The stipend is meant to help the social entrepreneur focus full-time on
their social mission without the need to work elsewhere to maintain themselves
or their families. Ashoka’s selection process is designed to elect Fellows at an
MR¾IGXMSRTSMRXMRXLIMVMHIE WSXLEXXLIMQTEGXSJXLI*IPPS[WLMTRIX[SVOERH
stipend can be maximized.

92%

of Fellows report the
stipend helped them
focus full-time on
their idea

±8LI %WLSOE *IPPS[WLMT VIEPP] WEZIH
my life because until it came along, I
[EWXLIWSPIMRGSQIIEVRIVERHQEMR
QEREKIV SJ Q] LSYWILSPH Q] ½ZI
TIVWSRSVWM\TIVWSRJEQMP]%RH-[EW
KIXXMRKYTEXJSYVSV½ZIMRXLIQSVRMRK
XSQEOIQSRI]ERH-[SYPH[SVOYRXMP
TQSVQMHRMKLX8LI%WLSOEWXMTIRH
gave me three years to work full time
on all the possibilities that we were
uncovering in our work. I also went on
ERH HMH E QEWXIV´W HIKVII ERH XLIR
E JI[ ]IEVW PEXIV - HMH E HSGXSVEXI
[LMGLMWWSQIXLMRK-RIZIV[SYPHLEZI
MQEKMRIH7S%WLSOEQEHIMXTSWWMFPIXS
HSEPPXLEXERHXSQSZIELIEHMRE[E]
XLEXHMHR´XGVIEXIEGSR¾MGXFIX[IIRQ]
RIIHJSVMRGSQIERHQ]SVKERM^EXMSR´W
RIIHXSFYMPHMXWIPJYTMRHITIRHIRXP]²
-Chilean Fellow
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50%

of Fellows report
the stipend was
XLI½VWXWMKRM½GERX
source of funding
for their idea

“I was at the bottom point of my life
[LIR-KSXEGEPPJVSQ%WLSOE%RHMRE
VIEP[E]MXIQTS[IVIHQI MXKEZIQI
PIKWXSWXERHSR-XTVSZIHXSQIEXXLI
XMQI[LIR-[EWHSYFXMRKIZIV]XLMRK-
LEH FIIR HSMRK YT XS XLEX TSMRX XLEX
MRHIIH [LEX - [EW WE]MRK [EW VIEPP]
VIEPERHZEPMH 7S-HSR´XXLMRO]SYGER
KIXQSVIIQTS[IVIHXLERXLEX 4PYWMX
KEZI QI QSRI] XS PMZI SR HYVMRK XLI
transition.”
-US Fellow
±8LI JEGX XLEX %WLSOE MRZIWXW MR
MRHMZMHYEPWMWWSQIXLMRKXLEXLIPTIHQI
FIGEYWIRS[-´QEFPIXSMQTPIQIRXQ]
MHIE [MXLSYX LEZMRK XS GSRWMHIV SXLIV
WMHINSFW&IMRKEFPIXSNYWXGSRGIRXVEXI
SR XLI QMWWMSR MW [LEX LEW QEHI Q]
organization survive up to now. If you
LEZI ]SYV MRHMZMHYEP RIIHW GSZIVIH
XLIR]SYGERWTIRH]SYVXMQIXLMROMRK
XLVSYKL [LEX RIIHW XS FI HSRI ERH
how it is going to create impact.”
Fredrick Ouku, Kenya

PART II:

Ashoka’s Network Enables Learnings,
Collaboration and Scale

On average, each
Fellow reports
collaborating with 4
other Fellows

45%
of Fellows report
new partnership
and collaboration
opportunities from
other Fellows

±8LI %WLSOE XIEQ JSV QI XLI]
are the connectors. I can tell them
SOE] XLMWMWQ]TVSFPIQ ERHXLIR
XLI] XV] XS ½RH WSQISRI JVSQ
the network who I can work with
SV XEPO [MXL %RH XLMW MW I\XVIQI
P] LIPTJYP FIGEYWI - LEH EPQSWX
RS RIX[SVO [LIR - WXEVXIH ERH
%WLSOEGSRRIGXIHQI[MXLEPSXSJ
TISTPI[LSGSYPHWYTTSVXQILEH
MHIEWXSWSPZIQ]TVSFPIQW²
-Christoph Schmitz, Germany

74%
Fellows report
collaborating with
at least 1 other
Fellow

19%
report
collaborating with
more than 5

±-´Q GSRXMRYMRK XS PIEVR JVSQ XLI
Fellows, because we all face similar
GLEPPIRKIWERHXLIVIEVIWSPYXMSRW
XLEX [I IRH YT FVMRKMRK XS XLI
XEFPI XSKIXLIV - RIZIV LEH EGGIWW
XS XLSWI OMRHW SJ JSPOW SV XS XLEX
OMRH SJ WTEGI [LIVI [I GER GV]
XSKIXLIV FI GLEPPIRKIH XSKIXLIV
HVIEQXSKIXLIV -XVIEPP]LEWXEOIR
a role in my life.”
-Denisa Livingston, US

35%
of Fellows report receiving
strategic guidance to help
them achieve their vision
from other Ashoka partners

35%

45%

Fellows report
receiving
mentorship from
Ashoka staff

report
connection to
funders and
donors

41%
report
receiving
support for
their wellbeing
from Ashoka
staff
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PART II:
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of Fellows report that
Ashoka changed how
they see themselves as
a leader

of Fellows report that
Ashoka helped them
see the importance of
independent replication

and of those Fellows

84%

76%

made
changes
to their
strategy as
a result

±%WLSOE´W VIGSKRMXMSR LEW KMZIR QSVI HMKRMX] XS
SYV VSPI ERH QSVI E[EVIRIWW SJ XLI TSWWMFMPMX]
XLEX [I GSYPH XVYP] KIRIVEXI GLERKI 7S [LMPI
initially the vision was to change the lives of peo
TPIMRHIXIRXMSR [IXLIRVIEPM^IHXLEX[IGSYPH
KIRIVEXIW]WXIQMGGLERKI ERHEXXLEXTSMRX[I
QEHIEUYEPMXEXMZIPIETMRXLIZMWMSR;IYRHIV
WXSSHXLEX[IGSYPHVIEPP]MR¾YIRGIGLERKI ERH
this certainly has been given to us by Ashoka.”
-Luciana Delle Donne, Italy

report that Ashoka
helped them articulate
the importance of
empathy and how it
relates to their vision

89%

“I think as an
organization we have
QEHIXLEXOMRHSJSVKERMG
evolution from project
FEWIH[SVOMRXSW]WXIQ
change. But with Ashoka,
I think, it became a
strategy.”
-Daniel Kerber,
Germany

92%

and of those Fellows

86%

report that
Ashoka
helped them
see their
work at a
systemschange level

and of those Fellows

Ashoka Supports Fellows and Changes How They
Think and Lead

94%
are leading
differently as a
result

92%
encouraged others to
replicate their idea as a
result

PART II:

Ashoka Accelerates Fellows’ Impact

84%
of Fellows report that
Ashoka helped increase
their impact

±;LEX -´Q HSMRK RS[ [SYPHR´X LEZI
LETTIRIH [MXLSYX%WLSOE=SY ORS[ -
WXEVXIH SJJ LIPTMRK XLVII OMHW - HMHR´X
XLMROEFSYXMX-NYWXHMHMX8LIRI\X]IEV
WSQI SJ XLIMV JVMIRHW TLSRIH QI ERH
EWOIHJSVLIPT ERHXLI]IEVEJXIVXLEX
QSVIHMH WSMXKVI[SRMXWS[R8LIVI´W
RS HSYFX XLEX XLI QSWX MQTSVXERX
XLMRK%WLSOE HMH [EW XS GSRZMRGI QI
XLEX [LEX - [EW HSMRK [EW MQTSVXERX
FIGEYWI-HMHR´XXLMROXLEX[E] -[EW
just a little farmer on a very small
WGEPI ERH - QIER MJ ]SY´H WEMH XS QI
XLEX - GSYPH HS WSQIXLMRK XS GLERKI
EKVMGYPXYVIMRXLMWGSYRXV]-[SYPHLEZI
PEYKLIHEX]SYFIGEYWI-HMHR´XMQEKMRI
JSV E QSQIRX XLEX - GSYPH QEOI ER]
OMRH SJ MQTEGX EX EPP %RH - LEH XS
PIEVR XLEX%RH MX´W KVIEX FIGEYWI RS[
I know that every single person has got
something that they can contribute to
change lives.”
-Judy Stuart, South Africa

±1] RIX[SVO LEW I\TERHIH WS QYGL
since I became an Ashoka Fellow. Before
MX [SYPH XEOI QI E ZIV] ZIV] PSRK XS
KIX WMKRM½GERX EPPMERGIW ERH VIPMEFPI
[SVOMRK TEVXRIVW %RH RS[ XLEX -´Q
TEVXSJ%WLSOEXLEXLEWGLERKIHEPSX-
XLMRO%WLSOELIPTIHQIXSYRHIVWXERH
XLMRKW JVSQ E FMKKIV TIVWTIGXMZI ERH
JVSQ XLMW TSMRX SJ ZMI[ [LIVI -´Q RSX
EPSRI MR XLMW [SVPH ERH -´Q RSX XLI
½VWXSRI[LSMWXVEZIPMRKXLMWVSEH%RH
there are a lot of people who can help.
Ashoka has been a catalyzer for my
project, in terms of impact.”
-Greta Rios, Mexico

±-J-LEHRSXGSQIXSORS[%WLSOEQ]
level of contacts, my level of energy —
MX[SYPHLEZIFIIRVIWXVMGXIHXSQ]S[R
ZMPPEKI8LISTTSVXYRMX]XSGSRRIGX[MXL
SXLIV TEVXW SJ XLI GSYRXV] [SYPH FI
QYGL PIWW8LI *IPPS[WLMT GSRRIGXMSRW
with other Ashoka Fellows, with the
KSZIVRQIRXWXVEMKLXE[E]MXSTIRIHYT
a big network.”
-Elango Rangaswamy, India
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Part 3:
New Insights on Young
Changemaking
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PART III:

The Importance of Young Changemaking
In a world of rapidly accelerating change, how do we prepare young people to
lead social change? How do we build a society where every person is powerful?
In the Global Fellows Study we asked several questions about Fellows’ young
changemaking experiences. The results demonstrate that opportunities to lead
young were critical for many Fellows’ later social change efforts.
In the Global Fellows Study we found
the following:

65%

48%

SJ*IPPS[W½VWXNSMRIH
someone else’s initiative
to create a solution to
a social problem before
the age of 21

of Fellows personally took
the initiative to create a
solution to a social problem
before the age of 21

We asked all Ashoka Fellows what people/groups were most
MR¾YIRXMEP MR WYTTSVXMRK XLIMV HIZIPSTQIRX EW E TIVWSR [LS
GVIEXIWWSGMEPGLERKI8LIXSTMR¾YIRGIW[IVITEVIRXWSXLIVWSGMEP
entrepreneurs, peers, and teachers.

Which people/
groups
were most
MR¾YIRXMEPMR
supporting
your
development
as a person
who creates
social change?

56%
51%
44%
37%

17%
4%
Parents

N=800

35%

Other
inspiring social
entrepreneurs

Peers

Other

Teachers

Siblings

No one
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PART III:

Fellows are Driving a World Where
Everyone is Powerful
8LIWI ½RHMRKW PMI EX XLI LIEVX SJ %WLSOE´W IJJSVXW XS WLEVI WXSVMIW SJ
successful business and social entrepreneurs as well as young changemakers
in their teens who “lead young” for the good of all.
Beyond leading young themselves, the Ashoka Fellows are putting young
people in charge as a way to create positive social and environmental
change.

Of the Ashoka Fellows working with
young people:

“It really forms who
you are.What you
EVII\TSWIHXSHYVMRK
those years will form
LS[]SYPIEH]SYVPMJI
EJXIV[EVHW²
- Kritaya
Sreesunpagit,
Thailand

77%

reported putting young
people in charge of
leading initiatives within
their organization

84%

reported encouraging
young people to create
independent initiatives
to spread and scale the
Fellows’ work

Ashoka Fellows have been leading the movement to empower people as
changemakers for nearly 40 years. The Global Fellows Study is evidence
that young people need powerful learning experiences through which
XLI] FIGSQI IQTEXLMG JEGI YT XS XLI [SVPH´W TVSFPIQW ½RH XLIMV
purpose, take the lead, and work with others in creatively solving those
problems. Given the challenges we face locally and globally, we believe
there is nothing more urgent for the future.
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±-VIEPP]JIIPXLEX%WLSOEPSSOIHEXXLITVSFPIQ-
WSPZIH XLVSYKL Q] I]IW MRWXIEH SJ PSSOMRK EX XLI
TVSFPIQERHXLIRXV]MRKXS½RHWSQISRI[LS½X
XLEX TVSFPIQ SV ½X XLEX WSPYXMSR - XLMRO MJ XSHE]
- [EWR´X E *IPPS[ - HI½RMXIP] [SYPHR´X FI [LIVI -
EQVMKLXRS[-[SYPHTVSFEFP]WXMPPFIHIEPMRK[MXL
QIRXEPFEXXPIWSJWLSYPH-OIITSRKSMRKSVWLSYPH
I stop?
Being a Fellow makes things go faster at least in a
possibility sense; the Fellowship is like our reactor. If
]SYHSR´XLEZIXLMWVIEGXSVMR]SYVIUYEXMSRXLMRKW
will still work out but slower, more locally.When you
get Ashoka into the equation, things can go global.
So I know for instance, once I get my platform
[SVOMRK ERH - ORS[ XLEX MX [SVOW - GER TMGO YT
XLI TLSRI ERH EWO%WLSOE XS LIPT QI WGEPI Q]
platform to another country because the network
[MPP LEZI E PSGEP EPP] XS LIPT QI -X´W PMOI RS[ [I
LEZIXLITSWWMFMPMX]XSKIXXLMWXSXLI[LSPI[SVPH²
Mauricio Canseco
Mexican Fellow
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